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In Review ... by Jim Dowling

Confusing 1Jirthday Party'needs an explanation
Harold Pinter's "The Birthday
Party," was presented this last weekend
in the Fine Arts Theatre before an
audience of theatre lovers and avid
theatre goers.
I say theatre lovers and avid theatre
goers because most people would find
the play quite confusing.
This is not one of those plays like
"My Fair Lady," "The Lark," of
"Carousel," wruch requires the audience
to do nothing but watch the play and be
entertained.
The Theatre Arts Department
seemed to anticipate confusion by

including with each program an
explanation of what Pinter's philosphy
of play writing is and why he writes the
way he does.
Pinter thinks that the truer life
experience is "an inability to verify who
people really are, what they are actually
doing, . and essentially why they are
doing it," the program for the play says.
After reading the explanation which
was written by the director's wife, Lucy
Gabbard, I began to understand the
thing.
Instead of accepting everything at
face value, like I had done at the play, I

read the explanation. The audience is
supposed to look into the heart and soul
of the characters and dredge up a
relationship to his own life and its fears
and frustrations.
After careful reflecting I decided,
with the help of the explanation, that
Stanley, played smoothly by Bob
Bacon, symbolized the "free spirit" and
its being forced back to conformity and
acceptance of things as they are and not
as the idealistic character would have
them.
Stanley's fear of losing his "free
spirit" is evident by an irrational fear of

the two men, Goldberg and McCann. At
the onset of their arrival, Stanley
becomes extremely suspicious of them.
Stanley's non-conformist freedom is
depicted physically by unkept shirt,
unshaven face and irregular moments of
scratching.
By the end of the •play, the
establishment, represented by Goldberg .
and McCann, have Stanley emotionally
beaten into submission.
They have done this by irregular
periods of interrogating him with
irrational phrases and answering the
questions before Stanley can. While
they are asking these short, probing
questions, Goldberg and McCann march
around Stanley's chair, Groucho Marx
style, until he screams in maniacal
insanity.
The play then proceeds to the
birthday party before and during which
Stanley is reduced to a vegetable. He
becomes a puppet jerked in whatever
direction McCann wishes to pull him.
The play is well done but can be
quite confusing and the members of
next week's audience. are encouraged to
read the insert to their programs in
order to fully enjoy the play.

